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Member ID

2 0 1 4 0 H

The interviewer selects one of the 3 sets and marks  in   Entering scores

Enter "1" if the respondent remembers.

Enter "0" if the respondent does not remember.

(cf1)

 Set B  Set C

(1) bael fruit (1) mango (1) umbrella

(2) rice (2) shirt (2)ginger

(3) rambutan (3) stairs (3)electricity

(4)coconut milk (4)jar (4)car

(5) purple (5)blue (5) sea

(6) sky (6) moon (6) dam

(7) table (7) pillar (7)stone

(8)child (8)iron (8) India

(9) road (9) pan (9) tree

(10) Japan (10) house (10) orange

A14 Cognitive & Aging

 Set A Score Score

cf1b_1 cf1c_1

cf1b_2 cf1c_2

cf1b_3 cf1c_3

cf1a_2

cf1a_3

Score

cf1a_1

1.  CF 1 The interviewer will read 10 words. Could you attentively listen and memorize them as many as possible.

cf1a_6

cf1a_7

cf1a_4

cf1a_5

cf1b_4

cf1b_5

cf1b_6 cf1c_6

cf1b_7 cf1c_7

cf1c_4

cf1c_5

cf1a_8

cf1a_9

cf1b_8 cf1c_8

cf1b_9 cf1c_9

cf1a_10 cf1b_10 cf1c_10

(nickname) (gender) (age)

AgeGenderNicknameSTRMOOTAMAMPPROVYEAR
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2. CF2 From 100, if you subtract 7, how much will be left?

Entering scores Enter "1" if the previous answer subtract another 7 and then it is correct.

Enter "0" if the previous answer subtracted another 7 is incorrect.

Save the answer

1st time

If you subtract another 7, how much will be left? 2nd time

If you subtract another 7, how much will be left? 3rd time

If you subtract another 7, how much will be left? 4th time

If you subtract another 7, how much will be left? 5th time

score

cf2_1

cf2_2

cf2_3

cf2_4

cf2_5
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4. AC Since last interview, review how often you did these activities.

ac3

ac4

ac5

ac6

ac8

ac9

ac10

ac11

ac7

1.12 Do religious activities such as praying, listening to sermons, 

meditating, and making merit.
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 ac12

6 7

1.9 Take care of  children in the family (under 15 years old) 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

1.8 Take care of others who are sick 1 2 3

1.5 Go to department stores such as Big C, Tesco Lotus, Sermthai 

Complex. Sermthai Plaza
1 2 3 4 5 6 7

1.7 Read books, attend training or study new area of knowledge 

(excluding reading stories to children)
1 2 3 4 5 6 7

1.6 Volunteer work within the community 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

6 7 ac1

1.2 Exercise intensively or physical activity that uses a lot of strength, 

such as playing sports, gardening, doing all the housework.
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 ac2

1.1 Exercise or do light physical work, such as doing a little house 

cleaning , watering the plants, taking a walk, stretching, washing the 
1 2 3 4 5

Use CARD for the interview.

activity Not at all

Less than 

1 time per 

month

1-2 times 

a month

1-2 

times a 

week

3-4 times a 

week

5-6 times 

a week

5-6 times 

every day

6 71.3 Meet with friends and relatives 1 2 3 4 5

1.4  travel and relax, such as going to the zoo, sea, or mountains. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

4 5

6 71.10 Work to support the family. 1 2 3 4 5

1.11 Surf the internet or use Facebook, social media. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
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5. CF4 Just a moment ago, the interviewer has read 10 words. Which words do you remember?

The interviewer selects the set according to item 1 and marks in 

Enter "1" if the respondent remembers.

Enter "0" if the respondent does not remember.

 Item B  Item C

(1) bael fruit (1) mango (1) umbrella

(2) rice (2) shirt (2)ginger

(3) rambutan (3) stairs (3)electricity

(4)coconut milk (4)jar (4)car

(5) purple (5)blue (5) sea

(6) sky (6) moon (6) dam

(7) table (7) pillar (7)stone

(8)child (8)iron (8) India

(9) road (9) pan (9) tree

(10) Japan (10) house (10) orange

cf4a_8 cf4b_8 cf4c_8

cf4a_9 cf4b_9 cf4c_9

cf4a_10 cf4b_10 cf4c_10

cf4a_6

 Item A Score Score

cf4b_1 cf4c_1

cf4b_2 cf4c_2

cf4b_3 cf4c_3

cf4a_2

cf4a_3

Score

cf4a_1

cf4a_7

cf4a_4

cf4a_5

cf4b_4 cf4c_4

cf4b_5 cf4c_5

cf4b_6 cf4c_6

cf4b_7 cf4c_7
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Questions 6-9, mark   in the interviewee's answer.

cf6

cf7

cf8

cf3

(The interviewer records every answer. But only unique points are counted. Unique number code)

5 11 17 23 29 35

6 12 18 24 30 36

Use CARD for the interview.

list
Very 

dissatisfied
Not satisfied

somewhat 

dissatisfied
moderate

Somewhat 

Satisfied
Satisfied

Very 

satisfied

6 7

6. At what level are you satisfied with your own health? (HS) 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

6 77. At what level are you satisfied with your financial situation? (IS) 1 2 3 4 5

cf9

3. CF3 Please tell the name of animals, both real animals or the ones in fairy tales, as many as you can in 1 minute. score

19 25 31

(Ask only household members aged 40 years and over)

8. At what level are you satisfied with your free time?  (LS) 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

9. At what level are you satisfied with your own life in general? (OS) 1 2 3 4 5

4 10 16 22 28 34

3 9 15 21 27 33

2 8 14 20 26 32

1 7 13


